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Abstract. A joint management of radio resources in heterogeneous networks is considered to raise efficiency. In this paper we focus on joint
schemes for admission control and access technology selection using vertical handoff. We study a system where both streaming and elastic traffic are supported, and two radio access technologies covering the same
areas are available: TDMA and WCDMA. Optimal solutions for different optimization criteria which can be expressed in terms of blocking
probabilities and throughput are found and properly described, and a
new heuristic policy is proposed. Finally, in order to provide some understanding of the cost of a single vertical handoff, a new optimization
criteria is defined where its cost is found in relation to that of voice and
data blocking.
Keywords: Heterogeneous networks; Markov decision process; Joint
call admission control.
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Introduction

Coexistence of several access technologies demands the study of joint radio resource management (JRRM), given the objective of providing users with a permanent connection with the best possible performance [1]. Since coordinated control of several radio access technologies improves the use of limited resources [2],
a challenge that arises is to find the most appropiate scheme for the main functions of JRRM, such as joint call admission control (JCAC) and vertical handoff
(VH). Joint call admission control (JCAC) proposals such as those in [3] and [4],
show the improvement in network’s stability based on a load balancing scheme
for a heterogeneous network, but they do not make use of the advantages of
vertical handoff. The complexity that vertical handoff adds to the system is
commented in [5] and several vertical handoff characteristics and algorithms are
reviewed in [6]. Most of vertical handoff schemes like [7,8] base decisions on
user preferences. We believe that the study of vertical handoff decision from the
operator’s point of view is a constructive and important issue.
In this article, we are interested in finding an optimal scheme for a heterogeneous network with two technologies, and where both streaming and elastic
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traffic are supported. In [9] a Markov model is used for an heterogeneous network (WLAN and CDMA), and a linear programming method is used to solve
the optimization problem. That paper explicitly acknowledges the inherent complexity of the problem, which could make it computationally intractable for large
systems. This is a main concern in this work. Therefore, we have simplified some
characteristics of the system in such a way that results can be extrapolated to
more complex systems. Several solution methods for similar problems have been
used, such as genetic algorithms [10] or fuzzy-based solutions [11], [12]. In this
work, policy iteration is used since it allows to discern the main characteristics
of the optimal policies in a per iteration basis as several parameters vary.
The last part of the article is focused on the cost of a single vertical handoff,
and how it relates to other costs such as those of blocking voice or data calls.
Other solutions define a monetary cost of vertical handoff, and users decide according to this and other parameters [13]. In contrast, our interest is to explore
the impact of this cost from the operator’s point of view in relation to other performance parameters such as the blocking probabilities. The paper is structured
as follows. In Section 2 we describe the Markov model of the system and the
types of vertical handoff used. The solution method is described in Section 3. In
Section 4 the optimal policies are analyzed and some heuristics are proposed and
compared with optimal solutions. A study of the cost of performing a vertical
handoff in relation to those of blocking voice and data calls is done in Section 5.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the work.

2

System description and Markov model

The system of our interest is composed by two radio access technologies, TDMA
and WCDMA. Additionally, both technologies provide voice and data services
in the same area as it was proposed in [14]. As a call arrives to the system, a
decision has to be made about if it is served in one or another technology.
Both service users (voice and data) are defined by a Poisson arrival process,
with rate λv (λd ) for voice (data). The service time for voice is exponentially
distributed with mean 1/µv . On the other hand, because data is best modelled as
elastic traffic, its sojourn times will depend on the available resources. Therefore,
the mean service time for data is exponentially distributed with mean 1/F (σ),
where σ is the average size of the information sent and F refers to its division
by the transmission rate.
2.1

State space

The state vector of the continuous time Markov chain (CTMC), is s = (s1 ,s2 ,s3 ,s4 )
where s1 represents the number of ongoing voice sessions on TDMA, s2 the data
sessions on TDMA, s3 the voice sessions on WCDMA and s4 the data sessions
on WCDMA. We define C as the fixed number of channels per slot in TDMA. A
voice session will always use a whole channel, so there can only be C simultaneous voice sessions on this technology. On the other hand, data sessions can share
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a channel when TDMA is at full capacity, in such a way that nc data sessions
can be served per channel. This means that we can have a maximum of C · nc
simultaneous data sessions in TDMA. According to this, the first condition that
a state must fulfill to be feasible is given by
s1 · nc + s2 ≤ nc · C.

(1)

The capacity on WCDMA is defined by

s3

W/BRw,v
+1
(Eb /N0 )v

−1


+ s4

W/BRw,d
+1
(Eb /N0 )d

−1
≤ ηul ,

(2)

where W is the chip rate, BRw,x is the bit rate used for transmitting service x
in WCDMA, (Eb /N0 )x is the bit energy to noise density required for service x,
and ηul is the uplink cell load factor. This is the same expression used in [15].
Considering that each technology has independent resources, the feasible combination of data and voice users can be calculated for each technology separately.
We define S as the set of feasible states, that is all the state vectors s that fulfill
the conditions defined in (1) and (2).

2.2

System Metrics

The parameters that define performance are the voice blocking probability, the
data blocking probability, and the total throughput. The total blocking probability refers to the probability that the system is in a state where all calls are
blocked, independent of the service it requires. In the same way the voice (data)
blocking probability refers to the probability of being in those states where voice
(data) calls are blocked. To calculate the throughput we have to consider that
the bit rate is independent for each service and technology and that data sessions
in TDMA can share a channel, which is reflected in the min (C − s1 , s2 ) factor
of the following equation:

Th =

X


P (s) s1 BRt,v + s3 BRw,v + min(C − s1 , s2 )BRt,d + s4 BRw,d , (3)

s∈S

where BRx,y is the bit rate used for transmitting service y (voice or data) in
technology x (TDMA or WCDMA).

2.3

Vertical Handoff

Inferred from the optimal policies obtained in [16], four vertical handoff types
are defined:
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I

Number /
Class of
From ⇒ To
VH-A VH-B
calls
Full occupation N ∗ data
voice arrival on WCDMA
calls
WCDMA⇒TDMA X
X

II

data arrival

Type

Triggering
Event

Conditions

Channel sharing One voice
on TDMA
call
TDMA⇒WCDMA

voice or data Channel sharing One voice
departure
on TDMA
call
TDMA⇒WCDMA
from WCDMA
voice or data VH does not One data
IV departure produce channel
call
WCDMA⇒TDMA
from TDMA
sharing on

III

X

X

–

X

–

X

TDMA
∗

N is the necessary number of moved data calls such that one voice call can access WCDMA.

The system that uses vertical handoff types I and II is called VH-A, the one that
uses all types is called VH-B, and the one that does not use vertical handoff is
called NVH.

3

Optimization problem

For each state s ∈ S, a decision must be made about if an arriving call should
be admitted according to the service required. In a Markov decision process, a
policy π defines which actions a=(avs ,ads ) should be taken at each state s for
voice avs and data ads arrivals. It should be clear that decision epochs occur only
at arrivals. The main objective is to find among the possible policies the one
that optimizes a chosen function.
The set of actions A defines the possible values for avs and ads , and it is defined
in Table 1. Table 2 shows the transition rates rsu from state s to state u (s, u
∈ S).
Table 1. set of actions A for MDPs with vertical handoff
value
0
1
2
3
4

action
Block call
Send call to TDMA
Send call to WCDMA
Vertical Handoff type I
Vertical Handoff type II
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Table 2. Transition rates from state s to u

3.1

avs
u
1
s + e1
2
s + e3
3 s + N · e2 + e3 - N · e4

rsu
λv
λv
λv

ads
1
2
4

rsu
λd
λd
λd

u
s + e2
s + e4
s - e1 + e2 + e3

Cost function

Since our interest relies on data and voice blocking probabilities, as well as the
total throughput, we have defined two different objective functions. The first
one, is the weighted sum of the voice and data blocking probabilities,
FBP = BPvoice · α + BPdata · (1 − α).

(4)

The parameter α, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, is the one responsible for giving more or less weight
to each blocking probability. Thus, α relates the way in which the blocking
probabilities will be minimized. The cost function associated to the objective
function for each feasible state s is
cost(s) = 1 − (α · Fv (as ) + (1 − α) · Fd (as )),

(5)

where Fx (as )=1 if as is 1 or 2, and 0 otherwise, being x the service. The second objective function is the aggregated throughput, so in that case we try to
maximize the value defined by (3). The reward for each state s is

cost(s) = s1 BRt,v + s3 BRw,v + min(C − s1 , s2 )BRt,d + s4 BRw,d .
3.2

(6)

Solution method

The method used to find the optimal policy πopt is policy iteration [17]. This
method can search among the finite group of possible policies for the MDP and
find the optimal in a finite number of steps. The relative values V allow to relate
the cost obtained in the actual state with costs expected from future actions,
and are found using the next equation:
cπ − cπ · e + Vπ RπT = 0.

(7)

The cπ in the previous expression is the vector of costs associated to being in
each state, Rπ is the transition matrix, and cπ is the value of the objective
function for policy π. Once V and cπ are found using (7), it is possible to find
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the action on each state that will minimize the objective function using the next
expression:
X

a
min cas − cπ +
rs,u
(vπu − vπs ) ,
a

(8)

s6=u

where vπu and vπs are the relative values for states u and s respectively when the
a
policy π is used, cas is the cost associated to state s when action a is taken, rs,u
is the transition rate from state s to state u, when the action for state s is a.
The set of actions will define a new policy and the process is repeated until the
optimal policy is found.

4

Optimal Policy Analysis

To obtain and analyze the optimal solutions, the scenario that will be used unless
otherwise stated is defined in Table 3. The values are chosen in order to keep
the problem computationally tractable while at the same time keeping capacity
proportionality among the technologies used. In this section we study MDP VHA and MDP VH-B which are based on the systems defined in section 2.3. Since
MDP VH-B performs vertical handoff types III and IV each time a departure
occurs, they share the same action set A of Table 1. The state space S for both
MDPs is defined by (1) and (2).
Table 3. Initial Scenario for Policy Iteration.
WCDMA
TDMA
W =3.84 Mcps
C =4
(Eb /N0 )v =14 dB
nc = 2
(Eb /N0 )d =14 dB BRt,v =12.2 kbps
BRw,v =12.2 kbps BRt,d =44.8 kbps
BRw,d =44.8 kbps
ηul = 1
Clients
λv = 0.025
λd = 0.134
µv = 0.0083
σ= 1 Mb

When using both optimization functions, the blocking function defined in
(4) and the throughput function defined in (3), while varying λv and λd the
main characteristics of the optimal policies for both MDPs can be summarized
as follows:
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service
action
voice
Send to WCDMA or use VH type I.
data Send to TDMA while no sharing is needed.
If so, use VH type II or send to WCDMA.
However, there are differences for each case that should be analysed.
4.1

Blocking Function Optimization

When the blocking function is optimized and λv varies from 0.005 to 0.095, the
number of states that are left unused grows with λv for both MDPs. For MDP
VH-B it grows from 32.1% to 50.4% and for MDP VH-A grows from 10.4% to
41.7%. Therefore, MDP VH-B organizes calls in a more effective way given the
impact of vertical handoff for departures. Also, there is some blocking of voice
calls even when there is space left for the highest values of λv , when its influence
is bigger on the optimization function. When λv =0.095, 1.2% of usable states
block voice calls with MDP VH-B, while 1% do it with MDP VH-A.
When λd grows from 0.05 to 0.225, the percentage of unused states for MDP
VH-A remains constant in 41.6%, while it decreases from 49.4% to 39.6% with
MDP VH-B. This decrease occurs because of vertical handoff type III, which is
used more often as λd grows. Also for high values of λd , there is some blocking
of data calls even when there is space available. For λd =0.225, 2.56% of usable
states block data calls for MDP VH-A and 2.98% of states do this for MDP
VH-B.
4.2

Throughput Optimization

When the throughput is optimized and λv grows from 0.005 to 0.095, the percentage of unused states also grows from 16 % to 41.7% for MDP VH-A, but
decreases from 61.2% to 49.5% for MDP VH-B. Also, there is some voice calls
blocking while there is available space left when λv is low. For λv =0.005, 0.71%
of the usable states block voice calls for MDP VH-A while 0.25% of states do it
for MDP VH-B. Therefore MDP VH-B manages resources in a more organized
way, since the number of states left unused is always higher.
When λd grows from 0.05 to 0.225, the percentage of unused states also grows
from 41.6% to 43% for MDP VH-A and from 45.4% to 47.2% for MDP VH-B.
Also, since voice calls contribute less to the total throughput, some states block
voice calls when there is space left. This occurs for high values of λd . When
λd =0.225, 0.7% of usable states block voice calls for MDP VH-A, while 0.56%
of states do it for MDP VH-B.
4.3

Result Analysis for Vertical Handoff MDPs

Based on the results obtained in sections 4.1 and 4.2 we propose two new heuristic
policies that make use of their main characteristics. Heuristic VH-A makes use
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of vertical handoff types I and II, as it was seen for the optimal policies found
using MDP VH-A. On the other hand, Heuristic VH-B also includes vertical
handoff types III and IV, as it was done by the optimal policies obtained using
MDP VH-B.

Heuristic

Event

Action

Voice arrival •
•
•
VH-A
Data arrival •
•
•
•
Voice arrival •
Heuristic
•
•
VH-B
Data arrival •
•
•
•
Voice departure •
•
Data departure •
•
Heuristic

Send to WCDMA.
If it is not possible, use VH type I.
If it is not possible, send to TDMA.
Send to TDMA if no channel sharing is needed.
If there is channel sharing, use VH type II.
If it is not possible, send to WCDMA.
If it is not possible, send to TDMA.
Send to WCDMA.
If it is not possible, use VH type I.
If it is not possible, send to TDMA.
Send to TDMA if no channel sharing is needed.
If there is channel sharing, use VH type II.
If it is not possible, send to WCDMA.
If it is not possible, send to TDMA.
Use VH type III if departs from WCDMA
Use VH type IV if departs from TDMA
Use VH type III if departs from WCDMA
Use VH type IV if departs from TDMA

In this section we compare the results obtained by the two new heuristic
policies with those of the MDPs that use vertical handoff and the one that
does not (MDP NVH). In Fig. 1(a) it is shown the blocking function for the
MDPs and the two heuristic policies when λv varies from 0.005 to 0.095. It is
evident that the use of vertical handoff enhances the system behavior, since both
heuristic have a lower optimal value for all λv . Also, if we restrict BPv and P Bd
below 2%, λv can grow up to 0.07 for Heuristic VH-A, while for MDP NVH the
maximum λv was of 0.062, a difference of about 1 Erl. However, it is difficult to
notice the effect of vertical handoff for service completion in Fig. 1(a), since the
improvement is not as pronounced as one could expect.
In Fig. 1(b) is shown the blocking function as λd varies from 0.05 to 0.225.
Again, the performance of the heuristic policies is better than that of MDP
NVH. When λd =0.225, the value of the blocking function for the heuristics VHA and VH-B is very similar, and 85 % of the value obtained by MDP NVH. As
λd grows, the difference between the solution found by the MDPs with vertical
handoff differ more from the heuristics and from the optimal solution found using
MDP NVH. This is due to the rise of P Bv on the heuristic policies, which is
managed by the optimal policies by creating some data blocking states.
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0.09

BPvα +BPd(1−α)

0.07
0.06

MDP NHV
MDP VH−A
MDP VH−B
Heuristic VH−A
Heuristic VH−B

0.025

BPvα +BPd(1−α)

0.08

0.03

MDP NHV
MDP VH−A
MDP VH−B
Heuristic VH−A
Heuristic VH−B

0.05
0.04
0.03

0.02

0.015

0.01

0.02
0.005
0.01
0
0.005 0.015 0.025 0.035 0.045 0.055 0.065 0.075 0.085 0.095

λv

(a) λv variation.

0
0.05

0.075

0.1

0.125

λd

0.15

0.175

0.2

0.225

(b) λd variation.

Fig. 1. Blocking Function Optimization.

When optimizing throughput, there is only a significant improvement of the
solutions with vertical handoff over MDP NVH for the highest values of λv as
can be seen on Fig. 2(a). When λv =0.095, the throughput of the policies that use
vertical handoff are very similar among them and above the value of MDP NVH
for about 1.7 %. This improvement represents about 44.3 kbps, almost 1 data
channel or 4 voice channels. However, for this value of λv , P Bv and P Bd are way
above acceptable levels, with 7.5% and 3.8% respectively for the solution of MDP
VH-B, the one with the best results. Also, vertical handoff improves P Bv and
P Bd . Restricting these values to 2%, the maximum acceptable λv for MDP VHA is around 0.068, while for MDP NVH is of 0.064. This clearly indicates that
the rearrangemet done by vertical handoff improves the throughput by raising
the maximum load capacity of the system.
In Fig. 2(b) appears the throughput for the same policies as λd varies from
0.05 to 0.225. In this case, the improvement in throughput of the new policies
over MDP NVH is very low. Also, the values for P Bd are very similar, showing
how difficult it is for the system to deal with high rates of λd . However, there is a
significant difference in the values obtained for P Bv . When P Bv reaches 2% for
the solution obtained with MDP NVH, the value of Heuristic VH-A is of 0.5 %,
so there is a considerable reduction. This result also shows that the improvement
on the throughput as λd grows is given by voice calls, which contribute less to
the total throughput given their data rate.
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5

Throughput

2.4

2.2

5

x 10

2.6

MDP NHV
MDP VH−A
MDP VH−B
Heuristic VH−A
Heuristic VH−B

x 10

2.4
2.2

Throughput

2.6

2

1.8

2

MDP NHV
MDP VH−A
MDP VH−B
Heuristic VH−A
Heuristic VH−B

1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2

1.6
1
1.4
0.005 0.015 0.025 0.035 0.045 0.055 0.065 0.075 0.085 0.095

λv

0.8
0.05

(a) λv variation.

0.075

0.1

0.125

λd

0.15

0.175

0.2

0.225

(b) λd variation.

Fig. 2. Throughput Optimization.

5

Cost of the Vertical Handoff

In this section, a new objective function based on the blocking rates and the
vertical handoff rate is defined as:
FV H = θ · ζV B + (1 − θ) · ζDB + CV H · ζV H ,

(9)

where θ, 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1, is the factor that defines the cost for blocking a single voice
or data call, and ζV B and ζDB are the mean voice and data blocking rates. In
the same way, CV H is the cost of performing a single vertical handoff, and ζV H
is the mean rate of vertical handoffs performed. Hence, by assigning values to
θ and CV H , a new optimal policy that minimizes FV H can be found using a
Markov decision process.
5.1

Markov decision process for VH cost

In this section we define three new MDPs based on (9). The first one does not use
vertical handoff (MDP BR), the second one uses vertical handoff types I and II
(MDP C-1), and the last one uses all four types of vertical handoff (MDP C-2).
These MDPs are different from those exposed before because of their objective
functions. The state space for all of them S is defined by (1) and (2) and the
set of actions A is that of Table 1 for MDP C-1 and MDP C-2, while the set of
actions for MDP BR does not include actions 3 and 4 from A of Table 1. The
cost function associated to the objective function for each feasible state s for
MDP BR is
cost(s) = λv · G(avs ) · θ + λd · G(ads ) · (1 − θ),
(10)
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for MDP C1 is
cost(s) = λv · G(avs ) · θ + λd · G(ads ) · (1 − θ) + CV H · (λv · R(avs ) + λd · R(ads )), (11)
and for MDP C2 is
cost(s) = λv · G(avs ) · θ + λd · G(ads ) · (1 − θ) + CV H · (λv · R(avs ) + λd · R(ads ))
+ CV H · (T (s vT DM A ) + T (sdT DM A ) + T (s vW CDM A ) + T (s dW CDM A )), (12)
where the coefficients are explained in Table 4.

Table 4. Coefficients for optimization function
SYMBOL DEFINITION
G(axs )
Indicates if s is a blocking
state for service x
R(axs )
Indicates the number of calls
that suffer vertical handoff
when a call of service x arrives
while the system is on
state s.

T (s vT DM A )

T (s dT DM A )

T (s vW CDM A )

T (s dW CDM A )

VALUE
• If action axs is blocking, G(axs )=1.
• Otherwise G(axs )=0.
• If axs =3, and all the conditions for
vertical handoff type I are fulfilled,
R(avs ) = N .
• If axs =4, and all the conditions for
vertical handoff type II are fulfilled,
R(ads ) = 1.
• Otherwise, R(axs ) = 0.
Indicates the rate of calls that • If the conditions for vertical handoff
suffer vertical handoff when a type IV are fulfilled once a voice call is
voice call is served on TDMA served on TDMA, T (s vT DM A ) = s1 · µv .
while the system is on state s. • Otherwise T (s vT DM A ) = 0.
Indicates the rate of calls that • If the conditions for vertical handoff
suffer vertical handoff when a type IV are fulfilled once a data call is
data call is served on TDMA
served on TDMA,
while the system is on state s. T (s dT DM A ) = min(C-s1 ,s2 ) · BRt,d /σ.
• Otherwise T (s dT DM A ) = 0.
Indicates the rate of calls that • If the conditions for vertical handoff
suffer vertical handoff when a type III are fulfilled once a voice call
voice call is served on WCDMA is served on WCDMA,
while the system is on state s. T (s vW CDM A ) = s3 · µv .
• Otherwise T (s vW CDM A ) = 0.
Indicates the rate of calls that • If the conditions for vertical handoff
suffer vertical handoff when a type III are fulfilled once a data call
data call is served on WCDMA is served on WCDMA,
while the system is on state s. T (s dW CDM A ) = s4 · BRw,d /σ.
• Otherwise T (s dW CDM A ) = 0.
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Results Analysis

In this section, policy iteration is used to solve the MDPs. The reference scenario
is defined in Table 3 with θ= 0.5, which means that the cost of blocking voice
and data calls is the same.
In Fig. 3 we can see the optimal values for each of the MDPs introduced
in the last section for different values of CV H . MDP C2 has the lowest optimal
value when CV H =0 and is followed closely by MDP C1. However, as CV H grows,
the value of MDP-R2 rapidly grows surpassing MDP C1 and MDP BR because
of the large amount of vertical handoff of types III and IV performed. In fact, for
values of CV H as low as 0.01, the optimal value of MDP C2 is higher than that
of MDP BR. This means that when CV H is higher than this, it is not justified
to use the policy this MDP uses. Keeping in mind that the cost of blocking voice
and data calls is of 0.5, we could say that it is necessary that the cost of blocking
voice and data calls to be about 50 times higher than that of vertical handoff
for this policy to be useful.
On the other hand, results found using MDP C1 vary slowly and are limited by
those of MDP BR. This occurs because if it is the vertical handoff which causes
the objective function to grow, MDP C1 can always choose not to use it, and
then its optimal policy will be identical to that of MDP BR. The interesting
point here is to find that value of CV H that makes both MDPs to reach the
same optimal policy and therefore the same results. For Fig. 3, when CV H =0.9,
both policies are the same. This means that when the cost of vertical handoff is
about 1.8 times higher than that of blocking voice or data calls, vertical handoff
is not useful anymore.
It is interesting to notice that when CV H =0, the optimal policies of MDP C1 and
MDP C2 are very similar to those of MDP VH-A and MDP VH-B, even though
the objective functions are different. Therefore, the values of parameters such
as throughput and blocking probabilities (BPv and BPd ) are similar as well. As
CV H grows, the performance of these parameters degrade, and this happens at
a faster rate for MDP C2 than for MDP C1. Hence, while the ratio of voice/data
blocking cost to CV H is high, one could expect that the heuristic policies VH-A
and VH-B will fairly represent the optimal policies. This last remark is true even
for a higher rank of ratios in the case of MDP C1 and the heuristic VH-A, for
the reasons explained earlier.
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Conclusions

We have studied the optimal joint call admission control policy with vertical
handoff in a system with heterogeneous technologies (WCDMA and TDMA)
and services (voice and data). Two optimization functions were used, a blocking
function and a throughput function. Four vertical handoff types are defined
according to the service and the event that triggers them. Some simplifications
such as technologies’ capacity or coverage areas were restricted in order to obtain
computational tractability. However, the solutions found apply for bigger systems
and are useful as an starting point for more complex problems where areas do
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Fig. 3. Optimization values for various CV H .

not always overlap or more networks are available. The analysis of the optimal
policies allowed us to define new heuristic solutions that are simple enough as
it is required, while at the same time improve the performance of other schemes
that do not use vertical handoff. At the same time, it was shown how heuristic
solutions perform very close to the optimal solutions for a wide range of arrival
rates and both optimization criteria.
Finally, a study that combines the cost of blocking voice and data calls to that
of performing vertical handoff was done. It should be noted that this is a very
important topic when resource availability and utilization efficiency are main
concerns, that is, the optimization and decisions are made from the operator’s
point of view, whose needs are important to understand. We concluded that only
certain types of vertical handoff are useful, and only while the ratio blocking
cost/handoff cost is between a specific range.
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